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• My name is Greg Colton. I am the Community Outreach Captain for UCHealth EMS in Fort 
Collins, Colorado. 

• We are going to talk about seat belt safety for pregnant vehicle occupants. 
• Today we will just be scratching the surface of prenatal vehicle safety. If you would like to 

explore this topic in more depth, I have put together a report called Seat Belt Use During 
Pregnancy: Improving Community Education with a great deal more informa�on and detail. 

• If it helps you to take notes you are more than welcome to, but do not worry about trying to 
keep up or catch everything. 

• The PDF of my slides and speaking notes is up on my website for you to download if you would 
like to. Jpeg copies of some of the graphics are on the website as well. And the report I 
men�oned is also on the website. 

• The informa�on for the website will be at the end of my presenta�on. 
• I also have a booth in the exhibit hall if you would like to stop by. 
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• Before we dive in, we need to establish clear, concise, and consistent language.  
• For this discussion we will use “pregnant driver” to refer to all pregnant vehicle occupants 

including all sea�ng posi�ons and all driving statuses.  
• We will use “crash” to streamline terms like motor vehicle accident and road traffic collision. 

 
 

• Alright, let’s get started. 
• I have some bad news, some good news, a bit more bad news, then more good news. 
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• The first bad news. 
• This is the average number of crash fatali�es in the United States from 2017 to 2021 broken 

down by age. 
• The gray bars are ages 0 through 60. As you can see it starts low, stays low, then increases, 

peaking at 21, then tapers off and levels off further into adulthood.  
• The red bar is the es�mated 1,405 fetal fatali�es each year. 
• As you can see, 1,405 is more than any other age in life.  
• 1,405 is 20 �mes more than the average for 0-1 years old. That means that on this car ride this 

baby is at 20 �mes more risk of becoming a fatality than this one.  
• Or if you want to phrase it in a slightly less gloomy way you can say that this baby is 20 �mes 

safer in the car than this one. 
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• Unfortunately, the nega�ve outcomes from crashes are not just limited to fetal losses. 
• Crashes have been associated with fetal distress, premature rupture of membranes, premature 

birth, low birth weight, cesarean delivery, and cerebral palsy. 
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• The founda�on of preven�ng fetal loss is understanding the mechanism that causes it. 
• And it is not necessarily what people think. 
• When people think about fetal loss their mind typically goes to what is called direct fetal injury. 

o The lap belt presses on the abdomen. The baby’s head is inside the abdomen. Pressure 
from the lap belt injures the baby’s head. 

o Direct fetal injuries do happen, but they account for less than 10% of fetal losses. 
• The uterus rupturing during a crash can happen as well and it is catastrophic, but it happens in 

less than 1% of cases. 
• The pregnant driver losing blood and going into shock is a significant problem for both the 

driver and the fetus. And is the second leading cause for fetal loss. 
o Pregnant drivers can be more suscep�ble to internal organ injuries and bleeding than 

non-pregnant pa�ents. It is also harder to recognize shock in a pregnant pa�ent. And if 
they are in shock then the fetus has been without oxygen for a while. 

• The majority of fetal losses are due to placental abrup�on. 
o Placental abrup�on is a medical condi�on where the placenta separates from the 

uterus, compromising the blood and nutrient flow to the fetus. 
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• Why is placental abrup�on the predominant cause of fetal loss? 
• It can happen with or without external force on the abdomen. 
• Any of these forces can lead to abrup�on and all of them occur in mere seconds during a crash. 
• Placental abrup�on can also result from low-speed crashes and if the pregnant driver only 

sustained minor injuries. 
• An abrup�on might also not be apparent un�l hours a�er the crash. 

 
 

• If you like this graphic I made it is also on the website. 
 
 

• Enough bad news for a minute. 
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• Now some good news. 
• We can reduce the chances of fetal loss and these other nega�ve outcomes by 84%. 
• All it takes is simple proper seat belt use. 
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• We have a lot of evidence that seat belts are helpful for pregnant drivers. 
o So much of it that I had to use size 8 font to fit it on a slide. 
o Don’t worry about reading that. It’s all in the report you can download from my website. 

• Nearly 40% of pregnant drivers have some doubt that the seat belt will help them in a crash or 
ac�vely think it could hurt their baby. 

• We can rest assured that decades of data shows us that seat belts decrease nega�ve pa�ent 
outcomes. 
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• We also have a lot of evidence that airbags help pregnant drivers. 
• It has not been studied as extensively so the slide is less impressive, but nonetheless we know 

that airbags help pregnant drivers. 
• Airbags have goten an unfair reputa�on. 
• People say things like they contain a bomb and come at you at 200 miles per hour. 
• It’s an inflator, I have worked with bombs, and they are different, and the rapid deployment is 

more likely to save your life than severely injure you. 
• If airbags were hur�ng people we would not be stuffing them into ever more crea�ve corners of 

cars and even pu�ng them in the pa�ent compartment of our ambulances. 
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• Unfortunately, we also have evidence that incorrect seat belt use can be dangerous for pregnant 
drivers and fetuses. 

• Many specific findings point to improper lap belt placement being one of the most significant 
risk factors. 

• That is not great because improper lap belt placement is the most common misuse we are 
seeing out in the field.  

o 60% of our ini�al check drivers have their lap belt on their belly, like this stock photo 
model here does. 

• I want to be very clear. In the big picture seat belts help. You saw the size 8 font slide. 
• This informa�on does not make an argument against seat belt use or an argument for seat belt 

modifying products. This emphasizes the importance of proper seat belt use for pregnant 
drivers. 

 
 

• So if correct use is so important, then the next ques�on is how many pregnant drivers are 
wearing their seat belt correctly? 
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• Only 17% of pregnant drivers wear their seat belt correctly. 
• The rate of proper use is incredibly low. 
• This can be improved though.  
• Seat belt educa�on has proven to be highly effec�ve in increasing the rate of correct seat belt 

use. 
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• We can take a three-�ered approach to seat belt educa�on. 
o Informa�onal materials like flyers, posters, and online. 
o In-person seat belt educa�on at appointments or classes. 
o Prenatal seat belt checks for pregnant drivers similar to car seat checks for children. 
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• This is the rate of correct seat belt use broken down by level of seat belt educa�on. 
• As you can see, correct use increases tremendously with increased educa�on. 

o A mere 7% correct use for drivers who did not receive any educa�on. 
o A significant increase with just ge�ng a flyer or seeing a poster, but s�ll very low rate. 
o In-person educa�on gives a huge boost to correct use. 
o Educa�on where we could confirm the driver was taught with a quality visual aid finally 

brings us close to 100% correct use. 
o Receiving a prenatal seat belt check then coming back for a recheck has shown us that 

almost every pregnant driver s�ll wore their belt correctly. Many of the six percent had 
errors that could not be corrected. 

• We need to get all pregnant drivers as far up these �ers as possible. 
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• Flyers are the easiest way to get seat belt informa�on out to pregnant drivers. 
• We put together a one sheet flyer that has all the informa�on for the pregnant driver on one 

side along with the QR code for our website and pictures of a pregnant driver on the other. 
• The flyer is currently available in 16 languages and can be customized with your organiza�on’s 

logo. 
• NHTSA also has a nice flyer in English and Spanish. 
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• To provide more informa�on we put a website together. 
• For pregnant drivers it has how to wear your seat belt, frequently asked ques�ons, informa�on 

about seat belt adjusters, and what to do on a plane, RV, etc. 
• For professionals it has all of the downloadable resources and links to dozens of research 

ar�cles on pregnant drivers and seat belts. 
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• In-person seat belt educa�on is the most effec�ve way for people without special training to 
increase traffic safety for pregnant drivers. 

• It doesn’t take much, just a couple of minutes. 
• It can be done by anyone who interacts with pregnant drivers. 

o Providers, midwives, nurses, prenatal educators, car seat techs, fire, EMS, law 
enforcement, literally anyone. 

• Educa�on can be done individually like these two stock photo models are doing. 
• It can also be done for a class or group. 
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• We put together a Seat Belt Use During Pregnancy Teaching Tool for people to use in educa�ng 
pregnant drivers. 

• It has what to do, what not to do, and on the back it has all the talking points for the person 
providing the educa�on. My email and the QR code for the website are there too. 

• Someone without any training on prenatal seat belt educa�on can pick this up and teach a 
pregnant driver how to wear their belt. 

• This can be downloaded on the website. I also brought over 700 laminated ones and have them 
at my booth in the exhibit hall. 

• If you would some and can’t fly them home I will mail them to you. 
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• I would like to show you how fast this really is. This is my actual spiel: 
o Place the lap belt ALL the way under the curve of your belly so it is res�ng on your hips. 
o You may need to flip the lap belt over as it passes under your belly. 
o Wear the shoulder belt to the side of your belly and across the center of your chest and 

collar bone. 
o Adjust your seat so there is space between your belly and the steering wheel, but you 

can s�ll safely reach the pedals. 
o Sit in a comfortable upright posi�on. If you lean back a bunch it can increase the 

pressure of the lap belt on the underside of your belly, make it wander up your belly, and 
make a gap over your shoulder. 

o Leave your airbags turned on. Tilt your steering wheel so it’s directed towards your 
chest, not your belly or your face. And you want to have at least ten inches of space 
between the center of the steering wheel and your chest so the airbag has �me to 
inflate before you contact it. 

• And there you go. This should be done at some point for every single pregnant driver. It is so 
easy. There is no reason not to do it. 
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• We have developed a number of other teaching tools for you.  
• We partnered with Huggable Images to create a prenatal training doll to go along with their line 

of car seat dolls. 
o Disclaimer, I am not affiliated with Huggable Images and do not get anything if you 

purchase one. 
• I am working on a three-point seat belt trainer that could be used on any chair and replaces the 

need for a dial-a-belt. 
• There are other teaching tools as well. 
• If you would like to check these out in person, I will have all of them at my booth. 
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• A prenatal seat belt check is our surest method for ensuring proper seat belt use. 
• It is a bit more labor intensive though. 
• This is not an en�rely new concept. Seat belt checks for older children and adults have been 

around for years. 
• Now we are just taking that process and tailoring it to pregnant drivers. 
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• We have developed a four-step process. 
o Lap belt 
o Shoulder belt 
o Vehicle seat 
o Steering wheel 

• We also created a prenatal seat belt check tech guide and check form for CPSTs. 
• If you are interested in in offering prenatal seat belt checks please let me know and I can help 

you get that started. 
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• Thank you for your �me. 
• I really appreciate you coming to our panel today. 
• There will be some �me for ques�ons and you can stop by my booth. 
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• Here is my email address, please feel free to email me any �me. 
• And this is the QR code for my website. 
• If you miss this, you can pick up a card with my info and the code at my booth. 

 


